Oakville Triangle/Route 1 Corridor Advisory Group - Community Meeting

June 23, 2014

Group Activity: Connectivity

On your table is a large map showing the area surrounding the Oakville Triangle site. The site currently has a limited number of connections. With higher density, more connections will be needed.

PART 1
(35 minutes for discussion, 15 minutes for report out)

a) Have a discussion with your group about potential locations for connections to/from the Oakville site. Mark all possible connections on your map. Consider at least one connection on each side of the Oakville Triangle site. Remember that this is preliminary discussion – the first of many – and that there may be grading, phasing, cost or many other considerations that make certain options infeasible.

b) Discuss the benefits and challenges of at least one possible connection on each side, or and as many as you have time for, and document the benefits and challenges in the provided worksheet.

Staff will review the outcomes of tonight’s discussion and study some possible connections and bring back more information at the next meeting.

REMINDERS:

- Sit with people you may not already know and distribute the groups evenly.
- Designate someone to be the note-taker.
- Contribute to the conversation AND make sure to give everyone at the table an equal opportunity to share their ideas. We need to hear from everyone!
- Stay on topic and be aware of our limited time – we need your feedback on tonight’s topic: Connectivity
Advisory Group Discussion
(20 minutes)
Before we break for the summer, staff wants to capture the current dialogue that the community is having about the project and public process in general. Advisory Group members, please present what you’ve heard from the community: findings, questions, concerns, desires, etc.

Community members in the audience: if you have additional comments or questions that have not been raised tonight or previously, please record them on the sheets provided. We want to hear from everyone. Staff will collect these at the end to review the comments and record them.